Automatic quality assessment of image registration results is an important issue in image processing. Many applications strongly depend on accurate registration results, sometimes even requiring automatic self-recovery from registration failures. In doing so it is not sufficient just to detect registration errors. Also a distinction between different error sources is necessary, as each source has an individual impact on the final registration result and requires specific compensation strategies. We present a new approach to automatically identify lens distortions in image pairs, known to have a significant impact on registration. The key idea is to analyse registration residuals and to learn a model of spatial residual distributions typical for distorted images. Our approach relies on a new metric for registration quality assessment and implements a regression scheme based on SVMs for predicting distortions in unknown data. The potential of the approach is demonstrated by experimental results on synthetic as well as real image data.
Introduction
The analysis of similarities and differences between pairs of overlapping images, and the explicit modelling of image changes due to camera motion by (rigid) image transformations is a well-studied topic in computer vision. This so called 2D geometric image registration yields the basis for a wide variety of applications, ranging from image sequence compression and mosaicing [9] , up to the estimation of camera motion in space and geometric reconstruction of 3D scene structure [18] . The aim of registration is to determine an alignment of corresponding parts in partially overlapping images by estimating parameters of an appropriate model for the camera motion during image acquisition.
Within the last two decades large amounts of registration algorithms emerged [23] . On the one hand featureless approaches were proposed for parameter estimation (e.g., [13, 9] ) that aim to minimise colour or intensity differences between images, e.g., using the wellknown Mean Squared Error (MSE) as optimisation criterion. On the other hand, featurebased approaches are very common that build on an explicit detection of corresponding image points and, e.g., aim to minimise the reprojection error [7] . In general both classes of techniques allow for an accurate estimation of registration parameters. Accordingly, nowadays the basic task of 2D image registration is a quite mature field. But, nevertheless there is still no guarantee for correct estimation results in any case, and registration errors as well as complete failures may still occur, and require appropriate treatment.
Despite promising advances in registration algorithms, an automatic and objective assessment of the final quality of a registration result is still an open issue. Although optimisation criteria used within the registration process itself in principal also provide a measure for the overall quality of the registration result, they often show a lack of local sensitivity (cf. [21, 14] ). Also, the visual appearance of registered images as, e.g., observed by humans, does often not correlate very well to the registration quality as imposed by the optimisation function. Consequently, assessing the quality of registration results and especially determining the underlying error source in case of failure of the registration process is still a task usually left to the human user. This renders a fully automatic online image registration with automatic recovery from registration failures infeasible.
Geometric registration of two images may fail due to a wide variety of error sources, e.g., a lack of distinctive structures in the images, the choice of an inappropriate motion model or even simply image noise. One of the most important reasons, however, is given by non-linear lens distortions that are known to have a serious impact on the final result of a registration [8] . Accordingly, correcting images for these distortions prior to a geometric registration step is highly recommended. In literature several calibration algorithms are proposed that allow for robust camera calibration and lens distortion estimation. Among these approaches offline techniques based on calibration patterns [19, 1] turn out to form a quasi-standard with regard to accuracy. However, there are acquisition situations where these standard approaches are -if at all -difficult to apply, e.g., due to challenging environmental conditions (like underwater), or where a large flexibility is required as in case of continuously changing internal camera parameters due to zoom.
Image registration often forms a constitutional building block in image processing hierarchies, i.e., higher-level analysis modules strongly rely on accurate results of the registration stage. Due to this, in situations where a reliable calibration of the camera and an explicit compensation for non-linear lens distortions is not possible, it is at least advisable to thoroughly check the quality of any registration result. In particular, assessing the overall amount of distortions present in given images yields a valuable and often indispensable reliability measure for the outcomes of subsequent processing stages.
In this paper we present a new approach towards a fully automatic detection and quantification of lens distortions in registered images. The proposed method is part of an integrated approach for an automatic assessment of registration results [14] . As the final registration quality may be deteriorated by a wide range of potential error sources, any objective quality metric requires not only to detect remaining misalignments between two images, but also needs to distinguish between various underlying reasons. As these have individual impacts on the result they also request for individual compensation strategies.
Our proposed method for lens distortion detection builds on a new registration quality metric with high local sensitivity [14] . The key idea of the approach is to analyse spatial error distributions in so called quality maps that result from applying quality metrics to registered images. Lens distortions have shown to cause striking spatial patterns in these maps. Thus the quality maps serve as input for a machine learning approach that aims to predict the amount of lens distortions in image pairs by learning related effects from ground-truth examples. In this paper we extend an earlier case study dedicated to an initial categorisation of distortion artefacts into discrete classes [15] towards a continuous regression scheme. It allows for a direct and more distinctive prediction of distortions using PCA-based dimension reduction and support vector machines.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 a brief overview of related work is provided. Section 3 summarises the basic principals of our metric for objective quality assessment. We predict distortions present in image pairs by performing a regression based on SVMs as outlined in Sec. 4. In Section 5 results of our approach are discussed. The paper finishes with a conclusion and an outlook on future work (Sec. 6).
Related Work
Although image registration algorithms play an important role in a wide variety of computer vision applications, the development of procedures for a fully automatic assessment of the quality of registration results has not yet been in the focus of the research community. Only few steps towards this direction were proposed [10] , and work often focused on theoretically optimal boundaries of registration algorithms instead [3] . Consequently, objective metrics that would also allow for comparisons between different algorithms without requiring ground-truth data (which is often difficult to acquire) are not available, and quality assessment is usually done manually by humans.
In contrast to this lack of objective quality metrics with regard to image registration, within the field of image quality assessment over the years various metrics for measuring differences between images emerged [21] . These metrics usually aim at quantifying differences between images that show the same contents, however, may have undergone certain transformations or filtering operations, e.g., being compressed for data transmission purposes or degraded by various types of noise. Also, in virtual reality applications these metrics are common to compare artificially rendered scenes with real images.
Metrics in the field of image quality assessment usually exploit either visual image properties, emulating capabilities of the human eye (e.g., [12] ), or structural properties of the images, e.g., local gradients [22] , mutual information [16] or local image statistics of gray values [21] . Especially the second class of metrics is closely linked to an assessment of registration quality since image registration mainly aims at a structural alignment of images, i.e., minimising structural image differences. Accordingly, our metric builds on these approaches. However, as they have shown a lack of local sensitivity with regard to assessing registration results, we follow a pattern based approach for global analysis of image differences rather than applying common averaging schemes. This yields an increased local sensitivity indispensable in registration quality assessment.
Due to the lack of objective quality metrics in registration, also the undoubtfully serious impact of lens distortions in image registration has up to now mostly been evaluated qualitatively. E.g., in [8] the influence of lens distortions on accurately closing 360 • panoramas is analysed, however, the results are presented in terms of visual maps to be interpreted manually by the human observer. This coincides with the fact, that even an objective assessment of the outcomes of stand-alone algorithms for recovering lens distortion coefficients is still an open question, if no ground-truth data is available.
As the effects of lens distortions and camera motion in image pairs are often tightly coupled, it is quite difficult to separate them uniquely from each other [11] , as, e.g., aimed at by algorithms for an integrated recovery of camera motion and (radial) lens distortions [17, 6] . Hence, techniques to assess the amounts of distortions in image pairs as discussed in this paper are of significant interest, especially with regard to the goal of achieving high-quality image analysis results that rely on an accurate image registration.
The overall quality of a registration result is usually associated with the amount of pixelwise differences between two registered images, remaining after alignment. Accordingly, analysing residuals between registered images yields a suitable starting point for any objective assessment. However, in doing so it has to be taken into account that image residuals not only emerge from registration failures, but may also be caused by other error sources, not directly related to the registration process itself. We distinguish between visual errors and structural errors (Fig. 1) . Visual errors are exclusively due to visual image differences like illumination changes or vignetting. Structural errors are caused by geometric misalignment of the images, i.e., due to a true registration failure.
Our objective metric accounts for both classes of errors by thoroughly analysing local image structure and intensity differences. In Fig. 2 an overview of the two-step algorithm is provided. In the first stage three different pixelwise quality criteria are calculated. Subsequently these are used as input in two independent analysis processes for detecting structural and visual differences between the images. Below the two stages of the algorithm are outlined. As for an analysis of lens distortions only structural differences are of interest, details about the visual error detection are omitted here, but can be found in [14] . 
Pixel-wise Quality Criteria
In the first stage three different quality criteria are calculated within the overlapping area of two registered images. These are the pixel-wise intensity difference, an edge preservation map E (cf. [22] ), and finally a structural risk map R (cf. [5] ) to separate structural and visual errors. Regarding structural error detection, only E and R are relevant.
Edge Preservation Map E Image misalignment coincides with structural image differences. The edge preservation map exploits variations in the local gradient orientation between two images for detecting such defects, applying a perceptually motivated distance function:
s x k (x, y) and s y k (x, y) are the results of the Sobel operator, and Γ α = 0.9879, k α = −22 and σ α = 0.8 are constants set according to the defaults suggested in [22] .
Structural Risk Map R At positions where the gradient magnitude is small in both images, structure is only weakly distinctive and the analysis of gradient orientations may lead to wrong conclusions. Accordingly, these positions are marked in the binary risk map to be excluded from structural analysis, and exclusively considered in visual error analysis:
G 1 and G 2 are the local gradient magnitudes in both images, and θ G is a suitable threshold. Morphological dilation with a 3 × 3 square mask is applied to the risk map to also exclude pixels close to a homogeneous neighbourhood.
Global Assessment for Lens Distortion Analysis
For assessing the overall registration quality of an image pair, as outlined in our initial approach [14] , a block-wise error pooling of edge preservation maps is performed, followed by a global voting procedure that yields four different error ratios for global error assessment. Regarding an identification and quantification of lens distortions as considered in this paper, however, the algorithm is slightly modified to better preserve local information. Basically, the edge preservation map E is downsampled by a factor of eight, applying Gaussian masks for low pass filtering. In doing so, only pixels with distinctive gradient magnitudes in both images as indicated by the risk map R are considered. Figure  3 depicts some representative example quality maps, resulting from registering images degraded by varying amounts of non-linear distortions.
Predicting Lens Distortions with SVMs
The quality maps as calculated in the previous section reflect the overall registration quality in terms of their energy. However, with regard to lens distortion analysis, which is the main goal of this paper, not only the total amount of structural errors, but also their spatial distribution plays an important role. In particular, as can be seen in the example maps in Fig. 3 , lens distortions cause striking spatial error patterns in the quality maps. The larger the degree of distortion within the registered images, the more pronounced are the radial symmetric patterns observed in related maps. Consequently, learning the relationship between the various characteristic error patterns and related amounts of radial distortion from ground-truth data should allow to quantify lens distortions in pairs of images.
To automatically quantify distortions according to spatial error distributions, an adequate measure for the degree of distortion in image pairs is required. Also, a suitable mapping function is necessary that relates the quality maps or accordant feature representations of these maps to the distortion measure. In our approach, we use a modelindependent distortion measure (Sec. 4.1), and apply support vector machines to learn the transformation from the quality maps to this measure as a regression function (Sec. 4.2).
Characterising Lens Distortions
Radial lens distortions in image analysis are usually modelled using a radial-symmetric non-linear polynomial mapping between ideal points p in undistorted images and related distorted points p d as observable from distorted images [7] :
where the k i are called distortion coefficients, p 0 denotes the center of radial distortion (which is often assumed to be identical to the image center), and r = p d − p 0 gives the Euclidean distance of point p d to this center of distortion. Basically, the coefficients k i of this model would yield a straight-forward measure for the distortion present in given images. Estimating a mapping function between spatial error distributions is in this case directly related to the reconstruction of parameters for a specific model of distortion. However, since the direct reconstruction of coefficients k i is sometimes ambiguous and we do not want to link our approach to a specific distortion model, we use a modelindependent distortion metric ∆ avg . The distortion within an image is characterised by the average pixel offset caused by the applied distortion. ∆ avg is calculated from a subset of pixels located at equidistant positions on a ray through the center of distortion, which is sufficient to adequately characterise radial symmetric distortions as assumed here.
Learning Distortion Effects from Examples
The prediction of distortion from quality maps may be cast in the framework of function approximation. We use support vector machines (SVMs) in ε-regression mode [4] to achieve good generalisation abilities. The width of the insensitivity tube of the ε-insensitive loss function |ξ | ε ,
is adjusted with the parameter ε. As usual, the parameter C denotes the tradeoff between the accuracy of the approximation on the training set and the capacity of the regression system. As kernels we use the a linear kernel, a polynomial kernel with degree 2 and a Radial Basis Function with γ controlling the width of the kernel. In principle, the quality maps could directly be used as input for the SVM. However, as the maps usually have a size of about 60 to 80 pixels in width and 30 to 50 in height, this would result in a few thousands of input variables. This usually poses problems for generalisation, even for SVMs, and also for the computational load. Thus, we use PCA for feature extraction to project the quality maps into lower dimensional subspace. Subsequently each component of the resulting input vector is scaled to the interval [0, 1].
Experiments & Results
Given our objective metric for registration quality assessment and the model-independent distortion measure ∆ avg to quantify the amount of distortions present in images, the overall goal of our approach is to automatically identify lens distortions in pairs of registered images, and to assess their influence on the quality of the registration result from spatial residual distributions. To this end the SVMs are trained on quality maps generated by assessing registration results of image pairs with known distortion (Subsec. 5.1 and 5.2), and then applied to maps of registered synthetic as well as real test image pairs (Subsec. 5.3).
Sample Image Data
Learning a regression function requires a representative set of sample image pairs and related quality maps with known radial distortion. Unfortunately, real image data suffering from a large variety of different kinds and amounts of radial distortions, for which also a ground-truth calibration is available, is rare. Accordingly, we created ground-truth data from real image sequences with sufficient structure to allow for representative spatial error patterns. First, the raw images were corrected for radial lens distortions using a calibration pattern and the Matlab toolbox [1] . Subsequently pairs of images to be registered were selected and subjected to synthetic radial lens distortions of varying amount. In detail, a set of 6.400 image pairs, 520 × 360 pixels in size, was selected from a real sequence showing a stony yard scanned by a camera moving in vertical direction in parallel to the ground. In Figure 4 an example image pair is depicted. The two images of each pair were randomly chosen from the sequence to ensure a reasonable variety of different offsets and image transformations in the data set. However, the offset in each pair was restricted to a maximum of 40 pixels to enable robust registration. Accordingly, given a moderate camera motion, the images of each pair were separated by up to 7 frames.
To distort the images we applied varying radial distortion as defined in Eq. (3), assuming the distortion center in the image center. k 2 was sampled uniformly from the range 0 , 2.5 · 10 −6 and k 4 from 0 , 2.5 · 10 −11 , giving values for ∆ avg between 0 and ≈ 30.
Experimental Setup and Training Phase
Once the sample set of distorted image pairs is given, each pair is registered by estimating a homography using the method proposed in [13] . Subsequently, the registration quality is assessed applying our metric, resulting in a quality map for each registered image pair of the sample set. They yield the base for training and testing the SVMs. 6000 quality maps were used in the training, while the remaining 400 formed the synthetic test set.
The first training stage consisted of determining a suitable feature subspace for reducing the dimensionality of the input data by PCA. To reduce the overall computational load only a subset of 2760 training samples was used in this step. In doing so the maximum number of relevant eigenvectors is bounded by the number of input images, restricting the size of the covariance matrix and simplifying the eigen analysis (details can be found in [20] ). According to the eigenspectrum of the input data set we used between 10 and 60 eigenvectors (EVs) in our experiments to represent the feature space (see also Table 1 ).
All experiments were based on the libSVM [2] that supports easy training and testing as well as parameter optimisation. For each SVM initially appropriate parameters C, γ and ε (Subsec. 4.2) were determined by performing a grid search on the parameter space. A discrete sampling scheme with equidistant spacing in the logarithmic scale was applied to each of the parameters, and the resulting SVM-configurations were evaluated on the given training data subset using 5-fold cross-validation. Once the optimal SVM parameter set according to a minimal MSE on the training data was found for each SVM, they were trained on the full set of 6000 samples, and tested as outlined below. Table 1 : RMSE of the SVM-regression approach on the set of 400 synthetic test images. "n.a." denotes experiments that were not carried out due to very high training times. Different test runs were carried out using different dimensionalities for the feature vectors, and either linear kernels (SV M linear ), polynomial kernels with degree 2 (SV M poly2 ), or kernels based on radial basis functions (SV M RBF ).
Results and Discussion
Since the times for grid search and training of polynomial kernels turned out to be significantly higher than for the others, i.e., sometimes taking several days to terminate, for high dimensional data only linear and RBF kernels were applied. For testing two different data sets were used: i) the remaining 400 artificially distorted image pairs not being part of the training set, and ii) ten real image pairs acquired in a different domain, i.e., underwater. The latter ones were mainly tested to assess the generalisation capabilities of our approach. Table 2 :∆ avg for the set of 10 real image pairs.
In Table 1 the results of the test runs on the 400 synthetic images are summarised in terms of the roots of the Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for each run. In general RBF kernels yield the best results, and a selection of 50 EVs appears to be favourable. Polynomial kernels clearly outperform linear ones, but extraordinary high training times on high-dimensional data impair their practical relevance.
The SVM that performed best on the synthetic test data, i.e.. using the RBF kernel with 50D vectors, was in the second test phase used to predict distortions∆ avg in unknown image pairs from a different domain, and also acquired with another autofocus camera (Fig. 5) . Note that the focus was nearly constant during image acquisition according to camera motion and scene structure. As no ground-truth was available for this data set, the sequence was manually calibrated for lens distortions, based on a calibration pattern visible in some of the images. The estimated radial distortion relates to k 2 ≈ 1.5 · 10 −6 , so that ∆ avg ≈ 19. In Table 2 the prediction results∆ avg for all ten real image pairs are summarised. In general the predicted values for the image pairs appear quite reasonable and meet the manual calibration result quite well, given a slight tendency to underestimate the amount of distortions. Although local image structure sometimes varies significantly within these images, the approach is able to interprete the overall residual distribution in a satisfying way, and to relate it to the known training samples for distortion prediction. This underlines the overall potential of our new technique, and particularly emphasises its generalisation capabilities with regard to unknown domains.
Objective registration quality assessment and an identification of underlying error sources is a key aspect in the development of fully automatic and robust image registration procedures. In this paper we have presented a new approach for automatically identifying lens distortions in image registration by analysing registration residuals and learning links between spatial error patterns and amounts of distortion from examples. Based on a new metric for objective quality assessment and a regression scheme using SVMs, our approach allows to predict the amounts of lens distortions in pairs of images, and to assess their impact on image registration. Tests on synthetic as well as real image data have shown the high potential of this technique, and also its generalisation capabilities with regard to various domains and acquisition devices. Future work will focus on a bigger variation of image transformations and offsets, including extended tests on real data. Finally, the approach will be integrated into the overall framework for automatic registration error analysis [14] , yielding a fully automatic system for objective quality assessment.
